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36.08
A Variation on the Baade-Wesselink Technique

36.11
Light Curves for Cepheids in NGC 6822

N.R. Simon (U. Nebr.-Lincoln)

E.G. Schmidt, Gordon G. Spear, Norman R. Simon (Univ. of
Nebraska)

Consider a radially pulsating star. Expand the radius
variation in a Fourier series: R = Ro+Aicos(iwt+~i)
[summation convention]. The velocity is
v=-iwAisin(iwt+~i)'
The ratio of the radii at two phases
of the cycle may be written
(1)

Setting R = Ro + ~r (~r/Ro « 1), we obtain
Ro = 2(",M2 - Ml )/.(1-",). The radial excursion ~r at any
phase of the pulsation may be determined from a Fourier
fit to the observed velocity curve. Assuming highly
accurate velocity data (e.g. CORAVEL data), this can be
done very precisely. If we choose phase 2 to be that for
which ~r2 = 0, we have
(2)

Obtaining energy scans at various values of ~rl' we may
use model atmospheres to determine the function ",(~rl)
from Eq. (1). Then, the slope yields Ro via Eq. (2).
Since the zero point is constrained [",(0) = lJ, we have a
check on our determination of a from the energy scans.
Another check comes from choosing ~r2 in a different way
- namely, to correspond to the maximum positive displacement. In that case, '" must attain its minimum value at
the minimum of ~rl' We discuss the use of these variations to determine the radius Ro and to test the application of model atmospheres to pulsating stars.

Light curves are being obtained of Cepheids in Local
Group galaxies using CCD cameras on the 0.8-meter telescope at McDonald Observatory and the 0.9 meter telescope
at Kitt Peak National Observatory. The goal is to obtain
light and color curves with sufficient phase coverage and
of sufficient quality to permit Fourier decomposition.
About 25 frames of a field in the dwarf irregular galaxy
NGC 6822 have been analyzed. This field contains five
previously known Cepheids. Although the phase coverage
is not as complete as needed for Fourier decompOSition,
interesting features are visible on the light curves. In
particular, strong bumps are seen in some which are very
different from what is found for classical ~epheids of
similar period.
The previous photographic studies of this galaxy did not
detect any Cephe ids with p'eriods shorter than 10 days. A
preliminary search of the CCD frames has yielded a large
number of new·suspected variables and magnitudes are
currently being extracted to confirm the variability and
ascertain its type.
This research is supported by the National Science Foundation under grant AST8312649 and by grants of telescope
time from McDonald Observatory and the National Optical
Astronomy Observatories.

36.09

Dwarf Cepheid Chromospheres
T. J. Teays and E. G. Schmidt (U. Nebraska)
We present a preliminary report on a project to
examine the chromospheres of dwarf Cepheids.
Previous
studies
of the chromospheres
of
classical Cepheids (Schmidt and Parsons 1984,
Ap. J., 279, 215, and the references therein)
indicate
the possibility of examining
the
interaction
of pulsation and
chromospheric
activity, and this can be further elucidated by
comparing them to the case of the
loweramplitude dwarf Cepheids. The present study
represents
an
extension of the
work
of
Fracassini and Pasinetti (1982, Astr. Ap., 107,
332), which covered a few phases for several
dwarf Cepheids.
Our discussion of dwarf Cepheid chromospheres
will be based on spectra which we obtained with
the
International
Ultraviolet
Explorer
satellite.
An effort was made to cover as wide
a range of pulsation phase as possible.
High
dispersion spectra centered around the Mg II h
and k lines, and low dispersion spectra centered
around 1500 Angstroms, were obtained for Beta
Cas. Low dispersion spectra of the hand kline
region were obtained for the Pop. II star, SX
Phe, with a fairly uniform phase coverage.

36.10

Angular Diameter variation in the Mira-Like
variable RX CNC Measured by Lunar Occultations at
A=2.2)lm.
P. Salinari, A. Richichi, F. Lisi (Arcetri
Observatory, Florence)
Two lunar occultations of the Mira-like variable
RX Cnc have been observed for the first time with
the 1.5 m Infrared Telescope on the Gornergrat
(TIRGO) at A=2.2)lm on Dec. 2nd 1985 and Feb. 21st
1986. The derived angular diameters were
respectively 3.06±0.12 and 4.23±0.09 milliarcseconds, thus showing that a 35% variation of the
angular diameter had occurred over 82 days.

Session 37: Solar Flares
10:15-12:15 (Room C-314/15)

37.01
A Gamma-Ray Spike Vithout a precedinf or Simultaneous Hard
X-Ray Spike During the solar Flare 0 1981 April 4

R.A. Schwartz (SASC Tech. at NASA / GSFC), J.C. Ling, V.A.
Mahoney, A.S. Jacobson (JPL / CalTech)
An intense v-ray spike (40 photons cm- 2 above 3.B MeV in
4 s FVHH) occurred during the solar hard X-ray burst at
5:02:20 UT on 19B1 April 4.
Although there was a rising
continuum of hard X-rays, there was no hard X-ray spike
either prior to or simultaneous with the v-ray spike. For
all other
flares, there is an intense spike of hard
X-rays (20":300 keV) either preceding or simultaneous to
any v-ray spike.
The flare was detected by the anti-coincidence shield of
the HEAO 3 Gamma-Ray
Spectrometer in three energy
intervals (E>BO keV every 1.2B s, E-500 keV and E>3.B MeV
every 10.24 s) by a segment directly facing toward and one
completely facing away
from
the
Sun.
From the
differential response of these segments, the 1.2B s v-ray
time profile was constructed.
All of the intense hard
X-ray spikes peaked at least 10 s later. Moreover, the
100-500 keV spectrum is softer at the time of the V-ray
spike than later during the flare.
The associated H« flare was on the limb at S44VB7.
Possible interpretations include:
1. An anomalously high acceleration of ions relative to
electrons.
2. Extreme directivity in either the high or low energy
flux.
3. The hard X-ray spike was produced, but over the solar
limb.
R.A. Schwartz was a NASA/NRC
during most of this work.
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